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Abstract—Detecting the working condition of a suck rod 
pumping system is an important research subject of oil 
extraction engineering. In the present paper, we claim a 
research using Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) to handle 
downhole dynamometer card auto recognition problems in a 
suck rod pumping system. First of all, we introduce a set of 
reasonable dynamometer card features which can reflect the 
characters of the cards. Then, an ELM associated with the 
features is constructed to recognize faults of the system 
automatically. The model we proposed is trained and tested by 
the real data acquired from Yanchang oil fields, China. Finally, 
we conclude based on the experiment results that ELM model 
has excellent generalization performance and is applicable to 
the automatic fault diagnosis of suck rod pumping system. 

Keywords: Fault Diagnosis; Suck Rod Pumping System; 
ELM 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Suck rod pumping system, as the most commonly used 

artificial engineering system, has been well studied in many 
fields. Actually, Tripp [1] reported that there are nearly90% 
artificially lifted wells used suck rod pumping systems, and 
the number in China approaches to 94% [2]. However, a 
suck rod pumping system is not stable when it is applied to 
some specific fields (e.g. oil extraction engineering in 
extreme environmental conditions). How to automatically 
recognize suck rod pumping system faults have become an 
urgent problem in many engineering fields. 

Dynamometer card, as a plot of load vs. displacement, 
has become a powerful tool to analyse the downhole 
condition of rod-pumped wells, because different shapes of 
dynamometer cards represent different downhole conditions, 
including normal and fault conditions [3]. Therefore, 
recognizing the shapes of dynamometer cards can classify 
suck and pumping system's conditions and it is widely used 
in oil extraction engineering. Traditionally, suck rod 
pumping fault diagnosis is a process of visual interpretation 
and analysis of dynamometer cards by technicians [4, 5]. 
However, there are two significant draw backs of the 
traditional method. One is that the traditional method needs 
many experienced technicians to recognize different kinds 
of dynamometer cards. Even we can hire many good 
technicians, they may be easily influenced by objective and 
subjective factors, such as separated well positions inbad 
geography environment and complex behaviour of sucker 

rod systems, etc. The other one is traditional method is 
time-consumed to recognize faults, which cannot adapt to 
the modern automatic data generation and acquisition 
technology.  

In recent decades, computer-based pattern recognition 
method has been developed to apply to many engineering 
fields successfully. Particularly, it has been suggested to 
utilize to improve the accuracy and efficiency of suck rod 
pumping system fault diagnosis [4].Actually, there are two 
most commonly used and popular pattern recognition 
methods, namely artificial neural networks (ANN) and 
support vector machines (SVM). On the one hand, ANN has 
been widely employed to handle the dynamometer card 
recognition problem [2, 5, 6, 7]. On the other hand, SVM 
was proposed by Vapnik [8, 9] for the purpose to construct a 
hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a high and infinite 
dimensional space, which can be applied to solve diagnosis 
faults in sucker rod pumping units in many instances [10, 11, 
12]. 

Although, ANN and SVM have been applied to the suck 
rod pumping system fault diagnosis by recognizing 
dynamometer cards, there are still some challenging issues 
which cannot be overcome [13] such as: 

 Slow Learning Speed: Training a SVM or ANN is 
relatively slow for a big data set. 

 Trivial Human Intervene: In order to train a 
performance-well SVM or ANN, there are many parameters 
which have to set by human experiences. 

 Poor Computational Scalability: The 
computational complexity of SVM and ANN is relatively 
high for training a model (we have to try many times). 

To conquer these challenging issues, Extreme learning 
machine (ELM) [14], as emergent technology, has recently 
attracted the attention from more and more researchers. 
ELM works for generalized single-hidden layer feed 
forward networks (SLFNs). The essence of ELM is that the 
hidden layer of SLFNs need not be tuned. Comparing with 
ANN and SVM, ELM provides better generalization 
performance at a much faster learning speed and with least 
manual intervention. 

In this paper, ELM is used to construct a model to 
achieve automation of fault diagnosis by automatically 
clustering dynamometer cards. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2, we construct five 
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1 ∑  , 

∑ℓ
. 

Based on the five features we can construct a feature 
vector  , , , , which is the input of our 
algorithm. 

III.  MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS 
ALGORITHM 

This section we construct an ELM model. Combining 
the five proper features of dynamometer cards we proposed, 
we introduce an algorithm for fault diagnosis of suck rod 
pumping systems. 

We suppose that there are n dynamometer cards we 
already have. And then training samples can be obtained by 
construction of the five features of dynamometer cards. 
Assume the training sample set is ,   
Here  means we consider  different fault patterns. The 
ELM model with  hidden nodes and active function 

 are mathematically modeled as following:  

β β , 1,2, … , ,
NN

 

where , , , ,  is the weight 
vector connecting the  hidden nodeand the input 
nodes, β β , β , … , β  is the weight vector 
connecting the hidden node and the output nodes, 
and    is the threshold of the  hidden node. The 
outputnodes are chosen linear in this paper. The ELM model 
with  hidden nodes with activefunction can 
approximate the  samples with minimizing error means 

∑ . 

The above n equations can be written by a compact 
matrix form like β , Where 

 , β β , … , β , and , … , . 
As named in Huang et al. [14],  is called the hidden layer 
output matrix of the neuralnetwork. Thus, we can get an 
estimation of βas 

β  

where  is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of 
matrix . The crucial point ofELM model is how to choose 
the parameters  and . Huang et al. [14] suggested 
that  and  can be assigned randomly. For example, 
they can be assigned from a uniformdistribution. They also 
construct a theoretical point to justify the random strategy 
can keep the generalization performance of ELM [13]. 

So far, combining the ELM model we described and the 
features of dynamometer cards we proposed in the previous 

section, we can suggest a following fault diagnosis 
algorithm: 

 
Algorithm 1 Fault Diagnosis Algorithm via ELM 
Input: 

   dynamometer cards for training. 
Output: 

Estimation output weightβ 
1: Construct a training sample set ,  

based on (2), (3) and (4). 
2: Randomly assign input weight w and bias . 
3: Calculate the hidden layer output matrix . 
4: Calculate the output weightβas 

β  

Where , … ,  
Finally, if we have a test sample , then we can 

estimate a label of the test sample as 

∑ β . 

IV.  EXPERIMENT STUDY 
In this section, the performance of the proposed fault 

diagnosis algorithm is compared with the popular 
algorithms of feed forward neural networks like the 
conventional BP algorithm and support vector machines 
(SVMs) on a set of dynamometer card data which is 
generated from Yanchang oil field, China. 

As we known, there are almost 9 typical faults in a suck 
rod pumping system which are stands for gas influence, feed 
liquid failure, sucker rod breakage, oil of high viscosity, 
travelling valve leakage, pump bumping in bottom dead 
position, pump bumping in top dead position, standing valve 
leakage and sand production. However, the faults of feed 
liquid failure and sucker rod breakage are the most common 
faults in Yanchang oil field and the others are less found. 
Therefore, we select a dynamometer card data set which 
contains 330 samples. And the samples include 3 types, 
namely normal working of the pumping unit, 130 samples; 
feed liquid failure, 100 samples; sucker rod breakage, 100 
samples. We use 90 normal samples, 70 feed liquid failure 
samples and 70 sucker rod breakage samples as a training 
sample set. And the other samples are the testing set. 

For the three competitive algorithms, we use the existed 
packages to demonstrate the performance. For BP we use 
the MATLAB code. For SVMs, the study is carried out by a 
LIBSVM package which can be found the MATLAB 
version at [16].The same to standard ELM, the MATLAB 
version code can be found at [17]. 

There are several settings for the three algorithms. First, 
we use the radial basis function (RBF) exp  as the 
active function in BP, ELM and SVM. Then, thenumber of 
hidden nodes is gradually increased by an interval of 5 and 
the nearly optimal number of nodes for BP is selected based 
on 5 folder cross-validation method. However, we fix the 
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hidden nodes of ELM as 20 and randomly generated  
and  20times. Then we select the optimal parameters via 
the best prediction error. For SVM,we estimate the 
prediction error using different combination of cost 
parameters  and kernel parameters γ : 

2 , 2 , … , 2 , 2 , and  γ 2 , 2 , … , 2 , 2 . 
Therefore, for each problem we try 15×15 = 225 
combinations. Then we choose the best combination via 5 
folder cross-validation method. Then classification results of 
the three algorithms are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 THE RESULTS OF BP, SVM AND ELM ON DYNAMOMETER CARD 
DATA SET. 

Algorithm TrainingTime 
(second) 

TestingTime 
(second) Accuracy

BP 108.2 11.5 78% 
SVM 303.1 3.3 83% 
ELM 28.7 5.6 89% 
 
Let us make some comments for the results. From Table 

1 we can observe that ELM algorithm has the least training 
time. We think the reason is that all the parameters in ELM 
algorithm are randomly selected, so we do not need to use 
any extra strategy(e.g., cross-validation) to find them. This 
dramatically reduces the training time. For the testing time, 
we can find that SVM algorithm has he fast speed. That is 
because it is well known that SVM has a special ability to 
select typical samples in training set as so-called support 
vectors as less as possible. Thus, the prediction time is much 
less than any other algorithm due to the sparse support 
vectors. The table also has shown that ELM algorithm has 
the best prediction ability (generalization ability) due to the 
highest accuracy for classifying the different type faults. 

To sum up, ELM algorithm associated with the proper 
five features we proposed is not only training the model fast 
which due to the less human interaction, but also the 
classification accuracy is good for the dynamometer card 
data set of Yanchang oil field,China. 

V.  CONCLUSION 
In this article, we applied ELM successfully to classify 

downhole dynamometer card of suck rod pumping system 
which is generated in Yanchang oil field, China. Firstly, we 
proposed five proper features of downhole dynamometer 
card of suck rod pumping system. And then we introduced 
the ELM. Combining the feature construction strategy and 
ELM, we constructed an efficient fault diagnosis algorithm, 
that is Algorithm 1.Based on the experiment study, we 
found the ELM associated the new five features of 
dynamometer cards is a more stable model with higher 

diagnosis accuracy, better generalization capability and 
lower computational complexity comparing with the 
conventional approaches (BP neural network and SVM). 
Our study in Yanchang oil field, China, proved that ELM is 
more competitive than BP and SVM for fault diagnosis of 
suck rod pumping system and could help engineers to 
interpret downhole condition of oil wells promptly and 
correctly. 
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